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‘Climate resilience is
the new norm. By 2050,
seven out of ten people
will live in cities. Those
people are counting on
us to prepare our cities
– our urban areas – for
the effects of climate
change. There’s a
strong need for new
knowledge’.
 ora van Nieuwenhuizen,
C
Minister of Infrastructure and Water
Management
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‘Climate change is a
threat, climate action is an
opportunity’
Tomasz Chruszczow,
Special Envoy for Climate Change
Poland’s High Level Climate Champion,
Ministry of the Environment during
his opening speech at the AIWW
Summit 2018.

Valuing
water

Amsterdam
Agreements

‘If we continue to treat water the way

To accelerate the transition to a

we do nowadays, projections suggest

resilient and circular water cycle

that the world may face a 40% shortfall

we need action! The AIWW wants

in water availability by 2030. Water is

to encourage participants to share

connecting many parts of our society.

their challenges and search for

It has an important role in our food

joint solutions. Ideally, this can

production, cities, human wellbeing,

lead to an agreement between the

energy production and transportation.
The consequences of the stress we
put on water are local, transboundary

Global Center on
Adaptation (GCA)

and global in today’s interconnected
world. By valuing it appropriately,
taking into account its economical and
also social and environmental value,
we take an important step towards
ensuring availability and sustainable
management of water and sanitation
for all .. which means we could reach a
world in which we leave no one behind
(SDGs) by 2030.’

4-8 November 2019
in Amsterdam

OVERVIEW OF THE WEEK’S EVENTS:

AIWW Conference

Aquatech Amsterdam

The AIWW Conference will offer a rich

Celebrating 55! years, the Aquatech

parties involved with each case for

and powerful mix of contributions and

Amsterdam trade show is the global

achieving sustainable cooperation:

activities, featuring presentations,

meeting place for over 22,000 visitors

workshops, cases and solutions,

from 140+ countries to meet over

combined in a delegate programme

1,000 exhibitors at RAI Amsterdam.

Floods and extreme rainfall,

and an complementary, Leadership

It is all about water, innovation and

water scarcity and droughts

Programme for cities, industries,

business.

an ‘Amsterdam Agreement’. This
underlines the AIWW’s intention

‘To meet the challenges
on climate adaptation,
we need to scale up
and speed up. GCA will
work on that in close
collaboration with the
AIWW Global Community.’

Fifth edition
Amsterdam
International
Water Week

to stimulate and support initiatives
for concrete actions. Case owners,
experts, suppliers and investors
pledge to continue their work in

The world is becoming drier
and wetter at the same time.

are becoming more frequent

utilities and financiers.

the coming years until they have

and more severe. Water is

Side Events

reached their goals. An update of their

related to all major challenges

The week is a great opportunity to

progress will be presented during the

facing human mankind:

host your own side event. Invite your

AIWW Conference 2019.

climate change, biodiversity

network, host international delegations

Aquatech Innovation Forum*

and benefit from the setting of the

This year’s AIWW sees the launch of

Amsterdam Agreements support

loss, lack of food security,

AIWW, well known for its’ innovative

the Aquatech Innovation Forum. The

new partnerships and scaling up of

conflict and war. The joint

character, integrated approach and

one-day forum is themed Mastering

quality.

water’s digital transformation. It

new solutions and they will focus on
cooperation in one of these three areas:

effort of water and other

will unbox and open up the key

1. research;

relevant professionals from

Excursions

developments you need to know about

2. public -private partnerships;

all over the world to address

Experience the Dutch delta as a ‘living

the digitalisation of the global water

these urgent challenges is

lab’ for integrated solutions for a

market.

3. public – public partnerships.

more important than ever
before.

circular economy and resilient cities.
* ticket not included in conference fee,

Start-ups & Scale ups

Bianca Nijhof,

Patrick Verkooijen,

Managing Director Netherlands Water

CEO Global Center on

Partnership, Managing Board AIWW

Adaptation (GCA).

A msterdam International Water

start-ups and investors to match ideas

was at the Singapore International

Patrick Verkooijen will present the

Week is the dynamic collection of

and needs and to accelerate scaling-

Water Week to talk about valuing water

progress on the water related action

international water events hosted

up of innovations.

and Natural Capital.

tracks at the AIWW Conference 2019.

by the Dutch capital to connect the

He will also be part of the Opening

water sector, business, government,

Ceremony of the AIWW 2019.

and related sectors. With the leading

only via Aquatech

Join the unique roadshow attracting

AIWW Conference and Aquatech, the
largest water technology exhibition
at its core, AIWW facilitates dialogue

Amsterdam Agreements

Future Water Leaders

between utility, city and industry

The AIWW started in 2017 with nine

In this fifth edition of the AIWW, the

leaders, and showcases water

Amsterdam Agreements, public, private

AIWW Future Water Leaders are

technology and innovation. The week

agreements to accelerate the transition

involved in all activities during the

contributes to global water progress

to a resilient and circular water cycle.

week. They already start on Sunday

through a focus on integrated water

Progress has been made and an update

with a public event (for example

management, the circular economy,

will be given during the 2019 edition,

realizing a mobile water-related

and climate resilience, and secures

with the aim of adding more Amsterdam

escape room) and will present their

commitment to practical action

Agreements to the nine we already have

Water Identity research & results.

on integrated solutions through

to support our aim to move from cases

Amsterdam Agreements.

to bankable solutions.

AIWW Conference 2019

AIWW Conference Leadership programme
Following the successful 2nd edition of the Integrated Leaders Forum in 2017
in Amsterdam, the AIWW Conference 2019 will again stage a Leadership

Implementation of integrated solutions by cities, industries,

Programme to support dialogue on key areas and global trends for redefinition,

utilities and financiers: from cases to bankable projects

action and investment.

Climate resilience and a shift to a circular economy are needed
for a secure and prosperous future. Water connects the progress
and development of cities, industry and water utilities towards these
goals, calling for integrated approaches.
The AIWW Conference provides a platform to build connections
within and between the groups. It brings together those who
face challenges with those who offer solutions and with those

AIWW
Resilient City
Leaders Forum

AIWW
Industry
Leaders Forum

AIWW
Utility
Leaders Forum

City leaders are tasked with

The crucial contribution of industry to

Utilities are at the heart of the

transforming cities in a world facing

integrated approaches includes the

transformation needed for the world

a changing climate and increasing

potential for more efficient water use,

to adapt to a changing climate,

competition for resources.

industry’s role as a primary user of

and to progress the water sector’s

The Resilient City Leaders Forum

reclaimed water, and the opportunity to

contribution to a circular economy.

will connect leaders with solutions

create new value chains from recovered

The Utility Leaders Forum will shape

who finance their implementation. It facilitates collaboration and

providers and financiers to shape city

resources.

the vision of utilities, and help frame

commitment to real-world progress on resilience and the circular

visions for climate adaptation and

The Industry Leaders Forum will explore

viable projects that can deliver

circular resource use around emerging

how this potential can be mobilised

investment in sustainable supplies,

viable opportunities. Masterplans,

and promoted by approaches such as

resource and energy recovery, and

nature-based solutions, and smart city

industrial symbiosis, water accounting,

smart infrastructure solutions.

technologies are some of the tools and

and use of basin-based water targets to

options for successful projects, backed

drive investment.

economy.
The AIWW Conference will offer a rich and powerful mix of
contributions and activities, featuring presentations, workshops,
cases and solutions, combined in a delegate programme and

The integrated forum will connect water
utilities to potential collaborations with

by inclusive input from all social groups.
The integrated forum will connect

industry, and as enablers of resilience
when working in partnership with cities.

an overlapping, invitation-only leadership programme for cities,

The integrated forum will connect cities

industry as a key partner of water

industries, utilities and financiers.

with utilities and industry as partners

utilities, and as a key stakeholder in city

supportive of innovation.

resilience.

‘Water as Leverage for resilient
cities, that’s what it is all about.
Building global coalitions,
including everyone, connecting
everything to tackle climate urban
water challenges, now. No time to
waste, join us in Amsterdam!’

‘Learn from Industry Water
Leaders how water matters to
all stakeholders: customers,
shareholders, employees, regulators,
investors, financiers and local
communities. Grow insight with
leading companies how to contribute
to SDG’s and how water helps
realizing circular business models.’

‘Leaders of the leading utilities
in the world will meet during
the AIWW. They will share their
challenges and solutions. A long
term relationship is written down in
Amsterdam Agreements between
several utilities.’

Core topic areas will be energy transition and resource recovery,
and blue-green solutions for urban resilience, along with the
cross-cutting topic areas of integrated management of water and
resources, finance and ICT and data.

From cases to bankable projects,
a cross-cutting need
A key and cross-cutting theme for the AIWW Conference 2019 is bankability. We
must unpack the exact challenges and opportunities for investors and financiers
interested in financing the big water actors and their projects. There will be special
attention for: project development; the distinction between different types of project

Henk Ovink,

finance; best practices in financing blue-green and/or circular solutions and

Special Envoy for International

technical innovation; risk management; and monitoring and valuing water using the

Water Affairs, Kingdom of The

Menno M. Holterman,

Roelof Kruize,

natural capital concept. Last but not least, the AIWW Conference 2019 will facilitate case-

Netherlands Sherpa to the UN/WB

Chair Managing Board AIWW and

Managing Board AIWW and

based matchmaking between the water sector and the finance sector.

High Level Panel on Water

CEO Nijhuis Industries

CEO Waternet

AIWW PROGRAMME 2019
SUNDAY
3 NOVEMBER

MONDAY 4 NOVEMBER

WEDNESDAY
6 NOVEMBER

TUESDAY 5 NOVEMBER

THURSDAY
7 NOVEMBER

FRIDAY
8 NOVEMBER

AQUATECH RAI

FUTURE WATER LEADERS PROGRAMME

FUTURE WATER LEADERS PROGRAMME

AIWW CONFERENCE

AIWW CONFERENCE

BREAKFAST MEETING (QO HOTEL)

RAI
AMSTERDAM

RAI

CLF ROUND
TABLE*

PUBLIC EVENT

ILF ROUND
TABLE*

ULF ROUND
TABLE*

C&S

PLENARY KEYNOTE

R&I

WORKSHOP 2X

MORNING

OPENING CONFERENCE

MORNING

ON-SITE

CASES &
SOLUTION 1X

COFFEE BREAK

INTEGRATED ROUND TABLES

C&S

WORKSHOP 3X

R&I

CASES &
SOLUTION 1X

WORKSHOP 2X

AFTERNOON

NETWORKING BREAK + WALK IN AIWW OPENING CEREMONY

RESEARCH &
INNOVATION 1X

WORKSHOP 3X

CASES &
SOLUTION 1X

RESEARCH &
INNOVATION 2X

WORKSHOP 3X

THEMATIC
SESSION 1X

CASES &
SOLUTION 1X

RESEARCH &
INNOVATION 1X

WORKSHOP 4X

THEMATIC
SESSION 1X

NETWORKING BREAK

A IWW OPENING CEREMONY +

PLENARY CLOSING

CONFERENCE DINNER
(SCHEEPVAART MUSEUM)

EVENING

EVENING

NETWORKING RECEPTION

AIWW
DINNER*

THEMATIC
SESSION 1X

LUNCH BREAK

PLENARY INTEGRATED LEADERS FORUM

MEET &
GREET

THEMATIC
SESSION 1X

COFFEE BREAK

LUNCH BREAK

AFTERNOON

RESEARCH &
INNOVATION 1X

AQUATECH TRADE RECEPTION

Round table - leadership pogramme

Research & Innovation Session

Thematic Session

Workshop

Cases & Solution Session

* Invitation only

SART-UP & SCALE-UP
EXCURSIONS
SIDE EVENTS

Registration for the
Amsterdam International Water Week
Conference is now open!

ENERGY TRANSITION
AND RESOURCE

For more information and registration
www.amsterdamiww.com

RECOVERY

PROUD TO PRESENT THE SPONSORS AND SUPPORTING ORGANISATIONS OF
THE AMSTERDAM INTERNATIONAL WATER WEEK CONFERENCE 2019

GOLD SPONSORS

SILVER SPONSORS

BRONZE SPONSORS

SUPPORTING ORGANISATIONS

INTEGRATING

ICT & DATA:

WATER AND

ARTIFICIAL

RESOURCE

INTELLIGENCE AND

MANAGEMENT

SMART ROBOTICA

ORGANISERS AMSTERDAM INTERNATIONAL WATER WEEK

Contact AIWW:
For questions about the AIWW Conference please send an e-mail to:
conference@amsterdamiww.com
For questions about other AIWW activities like side events and excursions:
info@amsterdamiww.com
For information about the Aquatech Amsterdam please visit www.aquatechtrade.com/amsterdam
Make sure you follow us on
Twitter @AmsterdamIWW, Facebook and Linkedin

BLUE-GREEN
SOLUTIONS FOR
(URBAN) RESILIENCE

